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One of their worst rows occurred when my first son was horn. I
would have been glad to have Stephen named for my dad, but I
thought Ava was entitled to name the baby, and I told my mother
so. Still and all, I thought Lady was entitled to see her first grand-
son in the hospital. At the time Stephen was born Lady was visiting
in Chicago, but she flew back to the Coast on receiving my telegram.
Ava had chosen "rooming-in care," which meant the baby stayed in
the room with her and that nobody was admitted except me. Lady
was furious she wasn't allowed a peek at the new baby, and that
same afternoon flew back to Chicago. That same afternoon, too,
Ava suddenly decided she was tired of "rooming-ID care," and
Stephen was moved to a crib in the hospital nursery. Ava's mother
did get to see her first grandson in the hospital. Lady has never
forgotten it. To this day, Ava declares that sudden change of hos-
pital arrangements was pure accident, but I've always been doubt-
ful. Although Ava complains of my mother's fabrications, there are
times she herself isn't strictly accurate.
As for this latest wrangle that sent Ava and the kids flying out of
the house, Lady shouldn't have made up a tale about my mother-
in-law, but I'm not wholly convinced of her guilt. Lady denied to
me she'd done any gossiping. It was her contention that Ava had
manufactured the story for the sake of creating a fuss. Ava's mother
had a third version of what had happened. Helen—and I wish I
knew why my wife buddies with an old girl friend of mine—pro-
duced a fourth version.
In the midst of the charges, countercharges, and contradictions,
I got so confused I didn't know whom to believe. When women
start disputing among themselves and the Supreme Court couldn't
decide where the truth lies, I get a feeling of helplessness. I realize
I will be pulled into the argument and maneuvered by somebody
into doing something I don't want to do. I didn't want to push Ava
into the bathtub. Lady's advice that wives respond to rough treat-
ment—combined with a cold, hard note in Ava's voice—caused me
to lose my head.
I had some rugged combat in the Army—I fought both at Tarawa

